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P A T E R N A L  R I T E S   
TWIST: Seattle Queer Film Festival, 2015 

Jules Rosskam; 2018; USA; 82 min.; Northwest Premiere 

Part road movie, part experimental animation, part found-footage collage, PATERNAL 
RITES takes its inspiration from podcasts like This American Life and Radiolab and 
filmmakers such as Jenni Olson and Marlon Riggs to deeply explore the American family 
and its false dreams of normalcy. By painting a portrait in fragments, filmmaker Jules 
Rosskam creates an extraordinarily intimate examination of the relationship between 
trauma and memory, the structuring power of absence, the development of his own trans 
masculinity and Jewish identity, and the healing power of being present. Criterion refers to 
this beautifully rendered film as “gorgeously crafted and breathtaking…unlike any you’ve 
ever seen before.”  

Guest in Attendance: Producer Marc Smolowitz 

 

 

 

T H E  G E N T L E M A N  B A N K  R O B B E R :  T H E  L I F E  S T O R Y  O F  

B U T C H  L E S B I A N  F R E E D O M  F I G H T E R  R I T A  B O  B R O W N  

TWIST: Seattle Queer Film Festival, 2015 

 

Julie Perini; 2017; USA; 46 min. ; Northwest Premiere 

Imprisoned for petty theft, rita “bo” brown was radicalized in prison. Once released, she 
robbed banks in Seattle as a member of the George Jackson Brigade, a Pacific Northwest 
underground revolutionary group, evading capture by being continually misidentified as a 
man. Chronicling her life and work as a political and prison reform activist, this captivating 
portrait of a charming queer ideologue draws attention to the little-known history of 
militant direct action.  

Guest in Attendance: Director Julie Perini of The Gentleman Bank Robber 

 

 

 



 

 

S T R O W L E R S  

TWIST: Seattle Queer Film Festival, 2015 

Ben Dobyns & L. Gabriel Gonda; 2018; USA; 40 min.  

In this open-source series filmed in Seattle, magic is real—and it’s getting stronger. Some 
fear it; others risk their lives for it. Our heroine Whit enlists the help of “strowlers” (who 
want to keep magic free) to protect a charmed young girl. Meanwhile, her girlfriend 
Amanda is developing a magic-hunting device for the government! Can true love survive 
such unlikely circumstances? Filmmakers and fans worldwide have contributed to this 
unique cinematic universe, told from the point of view of people on the fringes —artists, 
revolutionaries, immigrants, dreamers—resisting the powerful forces that want to limit 
free self-expression. After the screening, see clips from spin-offs and learn how you can 
become a strowler yourself with director Ben Dobyns and producer Lindy Boustedt, both of 
Seattle.  

Guests in Attendance: Producer Lindy Boustedt and Directors L. Gabriel Gonda  and Ben 
Dobyns 

 

 

 

ROYAL ROAD 
TWIST: Seattle Queer Film Festival, 2015 

 

As if cast as the anti-hero in one’s own memoir, renowned queer cineaste Jenni Olson presents a visually 

pleasing dialectic between the past and the telling of the past. In other words, moviemaking. 

 

Static-scapes on true celluloid, beautifully lit and composed, ‘landmark’ a “history of the past,” as the 

filmmaker’s own voice over, in its high achieving prose and disaffected engagement [think Rachel 

Maddow on valium or on a meditation retreat] at once says “don’t identify with me,” “please identify 

with me.” 

 

Olson’s prolific and passionate knowledge of film, enjoyably manifest in references to works like 

SUNSET BOULEVARD and VERTIGO, informs a provocative interplay between Olson’s site-specific 

aching past of longed for romantic connections and the brutal colonization of the great state of 

California, two histories not widely known. 

 

Cinema, Olson confides, is a “place” to ease one’s dysphoria and inhabit a masculinity vis-a-vis the 

safety of the screen.  ROYAL ROAD’s stirring experimental form, in conversation with a classic 

Hollywood style, testifies that for Olson, the personal is the filmic apparatus.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

FROM THIS DAY FORWARD 
TWIST: Seattle Queer Film Festival, 2015 
 

Filmmaker Laura Shattuck was thirteen when she found out her dad had dreams of one day wearing a 

dress at her wedding. FROM THIS DAY FORWARD is the reality version of “Transparent,” a loving 

look at how a father’s gender transition unfolds  

in delicate tension between an individual’s undeniable need for self expression and a closely bonded 

family’s ability to adapt to David becoming Trisha in a small northern Michigan town. 
 

 

 

 

FLAG WARS 
SXSW, 2003 

How do you show the complexity of real life? Show real life. Filmmakers Linda Goode Bryant and 

Laura Poitras document the gentrification of one traditionally black working class neighborhood in 

Columbus, Ohio by filming the events and the people over a four year period. This beautifully 

constructed documentary does what verite does best: it presents the situation in all of its glorious, noble, 

horrible, human complexity. 

 

We meet Nina, a white, profit loving lesbian realtor; Baba, a black Yoruba priest who has been 

operating his community gallery out of his house since the 70’s; Judge Pfeiffer, a bureaucrat lifer who 

only wants to do the right thing, and Linda, the code violating indigent homeowner. As white collar gay 

men and women move into the area, buying lower cost homes to renovate, decorate, and satisfy their 

domestic dreams, people’s lives begin to clash. Faced with well entrenched homophobia in this sleepy 

midwest town, gay men and women want a neighborhood of their own. But new people bring new 

values, and problems soon arise.  

 

Nina knows a good thing when she sees it and pounces on this lucrative market, urging long time 

residents to sell their homes. Baba refuses to take down his African-relief, code violating sign, defending 

his right to be an artist on his own terms. Linda, on disability and suffering from liver cirrhosis, can’t 

afford to respond to her neighbor’s complaints about her decrepit home. Sorting through the details of 

complaint driven code enforcement, Judge Pfeiffer oscillates between demanding compliance and being 

humane. We love and hate them all. 

 

FLAG WARS provides a rare and extraordinarily intimate look at race, class, sexuality and American 

values. Ultimately, there are no easy answers, just people and the complicated political, socio-economic 

context in which they live. 
 

 

 

 

 

CAT DANCERS 
SXSW, 2007 



 

From the opening image of a young man bottle feeding a full grown, adult tiger, the question, “what’s 

happening here?” is our structuring refrain. In its wonderfully layered, particularly organized way, CAT 

DANCERS is the mysterious and bizarre story of Ron Holiday, an exotic animal trainer and performer 

who, along with his co-star/wife and their co-star/lover, found big fame until great tragedy struck in 

1998. Taking us way beyond the headlines, the film gives us a taste of the surreal, blurring the lines 

between knowledge and memory, love and instinct; between what we know and what we think we 

know. 

 

Ron and Joy Holiday grew up together, studied dance, and developed a successful nightclub act that 

combined adagio and ballet.  Knowing they couldn’t do the act forever—to be thirty is to be ancient in 

the world of dance—Ron explores doing something different, and, preceding Siegfried and Roy, is 

delighted by he and Joy’s natural training abilities when they add a black panther to the act. When their 

show becomes so popular they need to hire a third trainer, the couple find their perfect match with 

hunky Chuck Lizza, whom they woo away from his “day job” at the circus. 

 

Shifting between memoir, personal documentary, and experimental dreamscape, CAT DANCERS is 

inviting and ominous, gripping and unsettling. Bucking convention at every turn, Ron, Joy, and Chuck 

lead no ordinary life. Director Harris Fishman goes toe to toe with this complexity and gives us a film 

that is at once entertaining and kaleidoscopic in vision and form. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

GAEA GIRLS 
SXSW, 2001 

 

If you don’t think Japanese professional female wrestling is for real, get ready to be smacked in the 

nose. Gaea Girls documents the unbelievably harsh training regiment of the want-to-be Joshi Puroresu, 

female wrestlers who make it to the WWF-esque Gaea circuit. 

 

Ring leader Nagayo, the spikey-haired den mother qua warden of the Gaea training facility pulls no 

punches in her efforts to convert her select group of potentials into body thumping, eye gouging, teeth 

gnashing professionals. Citing her abusive father as her greatest influence, Nagayo employs a brand of 

training techniques that scour the depths of sadistic ritual and humiliation. Those who don’t perform 

don’t eat, and those who can’t match Nagayo’s own deep seated brutality in the ring get very, very 

bloody.  It’s for their own good she explains.  Without the proper preparation, they could get killed 

when it’s “for real.” 

 

Central to the story is Tekeuchi, the undersized, emotionally challenged wrestler that takes the brunt of 

Nagayo’s “tough love.” Tekeuchi endures one beating after another in her unrelenting struggle to turn 

pro. Her dream to take it to the mat is not just about the glamour of bright lights and vibrant colored 

body suits. Exposed is her own personal quest to find an identity and “be someone.” Critical to this 

success is not just a simple matter of body weight and calisthenics.  Tekeuchi needs to find an ever-

elusive ability to access the kind of rage and brutality not often associated with Japanese femininity. 

 

Gaea Girls is the latest work from the team of Longinotto and Williams to explore institutionalized 

gender-bending in Japan.  Other works in this genre of their own creation include Dream Girls (1993), 



about women who perform as men in the famous Tekarazuka Theater, and Shinjuku Boys (1995), about 

women in Tokyo who choose to live as men. Shot cinema-verite style and without commentary, all of 

these films set out to reveal rather than exoticize. Gaea Girls ups the ante with its unavoidably 

sensational subject material and prompts the question: which sadism is greater, Nagayo’s or our own 

viewing pleasure? 
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